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Community Service

As part of the ‘Rite Journey’ for Year 9 students 
the classes have been undertaking a variety of 
fundraising and community service activities. 

There are articles in this newsletter about our students 
participating in the Ration Challenge and National 
Packing Day. Year 9 boys partipated in a sleepout to raise 
awareness of homelessness and raise funds for Vinnies. 
Details of that activity are also in the newsletter with links 
that provide opportunities for donation.

Phones

There have been minor changes to our Mobile Phone policy, brought 
on by a change in policy within the Department for Education. 

Primary students are allowed to bring phones to school but they are then to be 
stored by the school for the day with no access by the students until home time. 
Secondary school students continue to have access to phones in their breaks but 
not during lessons. We are updating our policy which will be ratified by Council at 
its next meeting. If you have any feedback please send it through to  
dl.0762.info@schools.sa.edu.au.

COVID 19 Response

As with all businesses we continue to implement our COVID 19 
procedures. 

Our cleaning protocols, promoting testing of ill staff and students and focus on 
hand washing and sanitising are all still in place. Parents and other volunteers are 
reminded to check-in using QR codes or the sign–in sheets as schools have been 
visited by SAPOL to check compliance.

 
Oakbank Area School 

154 Onkaparinga Valley Road, OAKBANK SA 5243

 c (08) 8398 7200   m dl.0762.info@schools.sa.edu.au   
w oakbankas.sa.edu.au  F facebook.com/oakbankas

web.oakbankas.sa.edu.au/daymap web.oakbankas.sa.edu.au/daymapconnect

From the Principal
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W10 FRI 
02

Last Day of Term 02 
2.15 Dismissal

 Term 03

W1 MON 
19 Term 03 Commences

Upcoming Events

Bring Your Own Device Program

The uptake of the Bring Your Own 
Device program has resulted in most 
Year 8 to Year 12 students having 
laptops. With this in mind, we will be 
expecting all students from Year 8 to 
Year 12 to bring their device to school 
every day as of the start of Term 3. 

Students in these year levels will not have 
access to the school laptops. If your child is in 
this cohort and doesn’t have an appropriate 
laptop please get in touch with me. We will be 
ensuring that all students have a device. 

Students from Reception to Year 7 will still have 
access to the school laptops.

Bruce Oerman | Principal

     Parent/Carer  
        Cafe      Connect

Oakbank 
Area School

           Join us for OAS Parent/Carer    
     CafeConnect @ Kelsey Cottage 
                       9am every Wednesday!

Lauren Fleming  
SMG Pastoral Care Worker

Oakbank Area 
School
Parents/
Caregivers
Coffee Catch up
9 AM in the 
Café Space 
every Friday!

Year 12 Formal

The 2021 Year 12 formal was held on June 
4 at Auchendarroch House.

Attended by students and staff a great evening 
was had by all. We have a selection of photos 
from the event later in the newsletter.
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Healthy
Lifestyles

National Packing Day

Healthy Lifestyles

On Wednesday 9th June, a group of year 9 Healthy Lifestyle students 
went on an excursion to Balhannah Church, where they worked 
with community volunteers to package clothing and goods for 
communities in Central and Northern Australia.

 

Thank you to Bev and Peter Crispe 
for inviting us to help with National 
Packing Day. It was an invaluable 
experience for the girls and they had 
a fantastic time. The group can’t 
wait to go back next year and help 
out again! 

Maddy Eccleston | Technology 
Teacher

All the girls got together in the first 
double lesson to walk down to the 
church and start the day. When 
we arrived, we were introduced to 
the volunteers and told what we 
would be doing. We were told to 
find a volunteer, collect a box and 
fill it up with everything on a list. Our 
volunteer had a big list of things to 
fill the boxes with, so we worked 
together. By the time we got a 
couple boxes done it was morning 
tea, the morning tea was delicious! 
We all stood in line to get a plate 
with different treats. The volunteers 
explained to us where the boxes 
were going and why we we’re doing 
this. It was a great day! Giving a 
helping hand made us feel good 
and the morning tea was great. We 
hope we can come back and help 
again!

Bridie &Ciarna | Yr 9 Healthy Lifestyles 
Students
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Daymap Mobile app
Daymap has recently had an upgrade which has made available a new 
Daymap Mobile app for your phone, now with many of the features of the 
full desktop / web version, featuring:

• Push notifications of messages

• View all student information: attendance, reports,  
assessment and results, student records and notes

• Calendars and events

• Book Parent-Teacher Interviews

   How to download and set up your app

Open the website 
Open a browser and navigate to 
https://web.oakbankas.sa.edu.
au/daymapconnect. 

Login with your normal Daymap 
Parent ID username and password 
and then click on the mobile icon at 
the top of your screen.

1 3

2

Set up the app

Open the app, log in when 
prompted with your parentID and 
password. 

Depending on your device, you may 
need to re-enter your credentials for 
the home screen of the app to load. 

8398 7200       dl.0762.icthelp@schools.sa.edu.au

Oakbank
Area School

Download the app 

Click on the link to open your 
device’s store and download the 
Daymap Mobile app.

The app doesn’t ask me to logon! 
If the mobile app doesn’t ask for a 
username and your menus aren’t 
visible, then the mobile app may 
not be “primed” for our school. 

Simply go through Step 1 and 
3 again (you shouldn’t need to 
download the app again) to finish.

Daymap 

is still best 

experienced on a 

computer

The new app gives a  

better experience on  

mobile devices.

I don’t know my Parent 
ID username! 
Email or contact the school 
and we  can give you your 
ID and send an email to 
reset your password.

Troubleshooting
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Ration Challenge

Healthy Lifestyles

They were: Jamie Gordon, Abigail Birchall, 
Mercedes Cubley, Jana Tonkin, Jayden Sulskis, 
Haylee Flavell, Ari Marks, Ciara Burgoyne, Jonric 
Monsalud, Joseph Giorgi, Liticia Wilks, and 
teachers Clarissa Whiting & Sarah Hill.

Together, our team did an AMAZING job, raising 
just over $1800 to help bring emergency food 
and medical care to refugees.

Our students have expressed much empathy 
for the difficulties of limited diets and the flow 
on effects on concentration, energy levels and 
overall mood.  The support of friends and families 
who have generously sponsored their efforts has 
been extraordinary, and this success would not 
have been possible without you!
We are immensely proud of each of them and 
admire their dedication and earnest efforts to 
take action and make a difference in their world.

Sarah Hill | Teacher

A HUGE thank you and congratulations need to be given to the students 
that have undertaken the 2021 Ration Challenge over 5 days of week 8, 
as a part our Healthy Lifestyles Rite Journey.
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Donate now
Please make a donation, no 
matter how big or small and 
help our students raise our 
target of $500. 

https://vinnies-sa.grassrootz.
com/oakbank-area-school-
sleepout-for-vinnies

Vinnie’s 
Sleepout
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Vinnie’s Sleepout!

Healthy Lifestyles

Congratulations to the boys on braving 
the elements for the Vinnie’s Sleepout 
on Thursday of week 9. It was freezing 
cold and wet! By choosing to sleep out 
for one night the boys experienced 
just a small part of what those facing 
homelessness and disadvantage do 
each and every day. We were also 
very privileged to have Jon Howard 
and Umes Acharya come and talk to 
us. Jon has experienced many years 
of homelessness and listening to his 
journey was very inspiring and much 
appreciated. Umes as a representative 
of Vinnie’s really put the spotlight on 
what it means to be in poverty and how 
it is not about us and them, rather it is all 
of us. We can all possibly face poverty 
and homelessness without choice.
Thank you to Lauren Flemming, Matt 
and Ethan and the local church for 
providing dinner and support for our 
sleepout. I think we can all agree it was 
worth it!

Melanie Welsh | Teacher

From time to time it is easy to forget just how fortunate most of us are 
and we can take the simple things for granted. So, it was humbling 
and truly awesome for our Year 9 boys to decide to sleep it rough.

 
“it was good - feel tired but learned 
a lot from Jon and Umes”    
                                                      Seth

 
“it was good, I enjoyed it. I feel like 
they do sleeping at night - cold” 

Adam

 
“it isn’t their fault they are there, I 
feel like they need more help” Gary

 
“it was good have Jon who has 
been homeless talk to us” 

Henry

 
“I now understand more why it 
happens”       Harry
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Mentor Cafe Campout

Mentor Program

Thanks Graham Pearson for all your hard work!
Students made damper and cooked it on 
sticks, assembled and demolished S’mores and 
enjoyed some good old fashioned camp fire 
games and yarns with our mentor team!
Superb day for creating great memories!

Lauren Fleming | Pastoral Care Worker

Recently Mentor Cafe participants enjoyed a camp fire experience out 
back in our gorgeous school property!
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Yr 10 Personal Learning Project

PLP

 Working in groups, students were 
able to improve various skills including 
planning, organisation, communication 
and working as a member of a team 
to successfully contribute to an 
organisation which is important to them 
and different communities. Events 
and ideas that students developed 
and implemented included the selling 
of food including a sausage sizzle 
and cupcakes, organising a casual 
clothes day and spreading awareness 
of different organisations through the 
creation of posters. 

Clarrissa Whiting & Jarred Lee | 
Teacher & Pathways & Community 
Outreach Coordinator 

This term Year 10 PLP students engaged in a Social Action Group Task. 
The purpose of this task was for students to raise money or awareness 
for a organisation of choice.

$250 raised 
for various charities and 
organisations that are 
important to our Yr 10 
students.

Collectively students raised over 
$250 to donate to various charities 
and organisations. We would like 
to congratulate students on their 
positive engagement with the task 
and successfully raising money 
and awareness for causes that are 
important to them.
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NAIDOC WeekWhen creating ‘Care for Country’ I kept in mind that this meant spiritually, 
physically, emotionally, socially and culturally – I chose to create a bright 
and vibrant artwork that included the different colours of the land but 
showed how they come together in our beautiful country and to make 
people feel hopeful for the future. I’ve included communities/people, 
animals and bush medicines spread over different landscapes of red dirt, 
green grass, bush land and coastal areas to tell the story of the many 
ways country can and has healed us throughout our lives and journeys.

Artwork: Care For Country  by Maggie-Jean Douglas (Gubbi Gubbi)

facebook.com/NAIDOC @naidocweek @naidocweek #NAIDOC2021  #HealCountry

4-11 JULY 2021
Acknowledging the 50th Anniversary of the Aboriginal Flag. Reproduced with kind 
permission and copyright of Harold Thomas. Torres Strait Islander flag reproduced by kind 
permission of the Torres Strait Island Regional Council. Designed by Mr Bernard Namok.

National 
Reconciliation
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National Reconciliation & NAIDOC Weeks

2021 marks twenty years of Reconciliation 
Australia and almost three decades of 
Australia’s formal reconciliation process.
Here at Oakbank Area School we 
partipated in National Reconciliation  
Week in a variety of ways and different 
expressions, including, talks, artwork and 
events. We have learnt about the long 
journey that Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islanders have taken since 1788. From 
the referendum of 1967 when more than 
90% of Australian Voters wanted the 
government to change Australian Law 
to include Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islanders in the census and the law, to 
Eddie Mabo’s legal win of native title in 
1992, then the walk across the (Sydney 
Harbor) Bridge, the National Apology, 
through to the mass rallies all over 
Australia in this last year and now there is 
the challenge of the Uluru Statement. 
We all have a role to play when it comes 
to reconciliation, and in playing our part 
we collectively build relationships and 
communities that value Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander peoples, histories, 
cultures, and futures. 

Reconciliation Australia’s theme for 2021’s National Reconciliation 
Week (May 27 to June 3) was “More than a word. Reconciliation takes 
action” and urged the reconciliation movement forward. Reconciliation 
is a journey for all Australians – as individuals, families, communities, 
organizations, schools and importantly as a nation. 

We can see more Australians are 
moving closer together about 
reconciliation. A process or journey of 
reconciliation is hard and requires -
Realisation, first you have to have a 
realisation and become aware that 
there is a grievance and acknowledge 
that there is a problem.
Identification, next you have to have a 
close and honest look and identify all 
the issues involved and this requires us 
to empathize with and understand the 
people with the grievance.
Preparation, what are we prepared to 
do or change in order to reconcile?
Activation, actions are necessary if 
there is to be more change. 

#MoreThanAWord  #NRW2021

National Reconciliation Week 2021
27 May – 3 June 

nrw.reconciliation.org.au

20 years of 
Reconciliation 
Australia 
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2021 
Yr 12 

Formal
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Auchendarroch House, June 4 2021
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Science
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Yr 9 Food Webs & Composting

The Sciences

Here the students were given 
information about animals and 
plants to analyse and organise, 
arranging their findings as a food 
web, demonstrating the connections 
between different species.  The desks 
made perfect “whiteboards” for 
them to reconsider ideas and finalise 
their findings. Their team work was 
great to watch! 

Compost Design
As part of our study of food 
webs, our Year 9’s have been 
investigating decomposers and 
factors that affect the recycling 
of nutrients. 

Food Web Design
Year 9 Science students 
have been learning about 
ecosystems and the roles 
different organisms play. They 
have been studying the term 
“interdependence”....and 
considering the implications of 
population extinctions. 

After brainstorming factors such 
as: the presence of worms, 
amount of water, amount of soil, 
sunlight, temperature, adding 
manure, each group created a 
“mini compost” changing one 
factor between their two bottles. 
They are recording observations 
and the temperature of their 
compost for the rest of the term 
as we watch the effects of 
decomposition.  The lab smelt 
pretty bad that lesson, but the 
smiles seem to suggest they coped 
ok!

All our Year 9s will be off to the 
Adelaide Zoo to get up close 
to animals from a variety of 
ecosystems. Linking their studies 
in HASS & Science, they will be 
learning more about the effects 
of human activities on the Earth’s 
biomes, and the need to consider 
diversity as part of ensuring food 
security for the future.
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Hospitality   
   Training
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Hospitality   
   Training

Barista Short Course

Food & Hospitality

They learnt about coffee growing 
regions and how they impact on 
flavour, blending coffee beans to 
appeal to a wide variety of customer 
palates, adjusting the coarseness 
of the grind to extract maximum 
flavour, frothing milk, filling the group 
set, using the tamper, making single 
and half shots of coffee, cleaning the 
coffee machine, and the difference 
between common milk-based 
coffees including cappuccinos, flat 
whites and lattes. 

Students were initially hesitant when 
introduced to the coffee machine, 
but by the end of each course we 
couldn’t get them to stop! They 
produced several coffee varieties, 
hot chocolates and mochas for 
staff over the few days and were 
praised by all those who consumed 
them. Some students also used their 
initiative to take individual orders to 
practice their newly learnt skills. 

I am extremely proud of our students 
who participated as not only did they 
engage fully in the course, but they 
were respectful, polite and courteous 
when interacting with each other and 
our instructor, Aaron. We now have 
30 students who will be called upon 
to use their barista skills and serve staff 
and community members for future 
school events. 

Lisa Smith | Food & Hospitality

On the Monday and Tuesday of week 6 a number of Year 9, 10 and 
11 students participated in a short barista course run by Aaron from 
Complete Cafe. 

 
“I had fun learning new skills”

Addelie Flavell

 
“I learnt how to clean a coffee 
machine and how to make 
different coffees depending where 
you source it from”  Tyler Bath

 
“I learnt that frothing the milk was 
really easy” Bella Fechner

 
“I learnt how to froth the milk 
properly and I loved the overall 
course”

Kaia Smith

 
“Frothing milk is my new favourite 
thing to do!”  Mackenzie Hocking

 
“I learnt that the only difference 
between flat whites, cappuccinos 
and lattes is the way you pour the 
milk”  Jana Tonkin
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Agriculture  
 & Livestock
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Agriculture  
 & Livestock

Cows Create Careers

Agriculture & Livestock

The Cows Create Careers project is 
a hands on way for students to work 
in teams and learn about the dairy 
industry. They investigate how to care 
for calves and demonstrate skills such 
as animal husbandry, feeding and 
weighing, researching the industry and 
the many career opportunities available 
and present their findings in a 3-D model 
or movie. Each school submits the 
projects of the best team for judging by 
the Cows Creates Careers project panel 
made up of Dairy Farmers, Industry 
Consultants and Dairy processors
Oakbank submitted the project of: 
• Sharni Buck 
• Liticia Wilks 
• Willow Tindale-Dugan 

This term, secondary students from across Australia have participated in 
the Cows Create Careers project. Thirty-seven schools in South Australia 
participated in the project, including our year 9 Agriculture class. 

In a presentation on Thursday of  
week 9, the winning school was 
announced: Oakbank Area School. 
Congratulations to the girls on an 
outstanding achievement in a highly 
contested competition and also to 
all our other teams who put together 
some amazing projects. Their efforts are 
recognized with iTunes vouchers and 
$500 for our school!  
A special mention to Sunny Trost who 
also received a special mention and an 
iTunes voucher for his participation and 
charisma at the presentation!
Thankyou to SADA fresh and all the 
other sponsers of the project that make 
it happens. 

Melanie Welsh | Ag Teacher
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AFL Yrs 5-7 Competition

Sport

We were fortunate that all of the heavy 
rainfall, thunder and lightning occurred 
the night before and we only had to 
contend with a little bit of drizzle on 
the day. The Oval, however, was very 
wet and slippery and the temperature 
hovered in the mid to high single digits. It 
was a cold day!
Our first game was against Aldgate, who 
proved themselves to be the powerhouse 
team for the day, sweeping all-comers 
aside. Aldgate defeated us 10 goals- 6 
points to 0 goals- 2 points. They were far 
too big and fast, having a large squad 
of accomplished footballers. We had a 
smaller squad with a few footballers and 
a few who were there for the experience 
and to give it a go.
Our second game was against Meadows. 
This game was extremely competitive 
and close. It was the closest game for 
the day in regards to the final result. In 
the end Meadows defeated us 5 goals 5 
points to 3 goals 7 points. Goal scorers for 
us were Bodhi, Fletcher and Vejay.

On Wednesday June 16, Oakbank Year 5-7 AFL players ventured off to 
Bridgewater Oval to participate in a round robin competition. Aldgate, 
Meadows and Birdwood Primary Schools were also in attendance.

Our last game was against Birdwood. 
Unfortunately for Birdwood, this was the 
game where everything clicked for us. 
Oakbank defeated Birdwood 9 goals 11 
points to 0 goals 0 points.
Goal scorers for us were Fletcher, Danillo, 
Orlando, Bailey, John, Asher and Vejay 
who kicked 3, 2 of them being amazing 
goals from on the boundary line.
Best players for Oakbank on the day 
throughout all games were Orlando, 
Patricia, Danillo, Fletcher, John and Vejay.
It was great to see the pleasure on the 
players faces when they were successful 
with something they tried on the day. For 
some of the students I have mentioned, 
it was their first goal in an AFL match. 
For others, like Baden it was his first 
experience playing in the ruck, for Kale it 
was his first mark of a footy and for Blaike 
it was huge to take on much bigger 
players, compete and keep the ball in 
our area. The team were a delight to 
take outside the school and represented 
Oakbank with distinction, both on and off 
the field.
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A big thank you the parents and 
friends who braved the polar 
conditions to come out to Bridgewater 
Oval to support their children, it was 
much appreciated.
A special mention and thank you to 
Preservice teacher, Mr Place who 
assisted in coaching with the team in 
the weeks leading up to the carnival 
day.

Lastly, thanks to Aldgate for running 
the day and for providing us with 
one extra player in each match as 
we had 14 and the comp was 15 
a side. That caring attitude shone 
through all day by all participants. 

Shane Wissell | AFL Manager

AFL Competition continued

Year 5/6 Netball

The girls had a tough game first up 
against Hahndorf, but they played some 
very good team netball. In the second 
game, they continued to play some 
fantastic team netball and had their first 
win, for the day, against Kersbrook. 

On Monday of Week 6, the year 5/6/7 girls netball team ventured to 
Woodside to play in the statewide school’s netball competition against 
Hahndorf, Kersbrook, and Birdwood. 

The third game was another tough game, 
but they improved once again on their 
teamwork and only lost by a small margin. 
Well done to all the girls who participated, 
it was great to see you approach the day 
with so much enthusiasm.  
Tori Kaesler | Year 5/6 Teacher
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Year 10 Netball

Sports

The girls played 3 games in total, going down 
to St Francis 12-32, Birdwood 20-31, and 
victorious against Parafield Gardens 34-18. All 
games were strongly fought, with numerous 
intercepts in defence by Kayleigh Hubbert, 
and stoic, reliable rebounds and returns from 
Keeper Addie Flavell. They were ably assisted 
by Abby McGinley and May Mansfield, fast 
in the wings, switching between attack and 
defence. Our centre play was led by the 
energy and aerobatic skills of Kaia Smith, 
and Mackenzie Hocking driving the ball into 
attack. Our goalies Charlotte Heffernan and 
Chrystal Smith interchanged with Jana Tonkin 
to put our scores on the board. 

I was very impressed (as were the opposition 
umpires and coaches), with the fair play 
and sportsmanship in each game. The 
girls conducted themselves with respect 
and care, but clearly made the fun 
factor their first priority, win or lose! They 
persevered when scores were down, 
using their voices to encourage and 
motivate each other, and when we 
needed to knuckle down in the final 

On the June 3, the OAS Year 10 girls netball team played their Knockout 
competition at St Francis De Sales in Mount Barker. 

game, they were able to rise and improve 
their efforts, despite the tiredness setting 
in! 
Thanks so much to our excellent umpire 
Zara McPherson from Yr 11, who 
volunteered to help us out for the day, 
and stayed calm, fair, and supportive 
of our students. Thanks also to Stephen 
Lucas for driving us to and from the 
game, finding the flexibility to stop for a 
Macca’s run on the way home! What 
great day out!

Sarah Hill | Coach

ABOVE: 
Yr 10 Knockout netball team Top L-R: 

Kaia Smith, Kayleigh Hubbert, Sarah Hill 
(Coach), Charlotte Heffernan, Mackenzie 
Hocking, Addelie Flavell, Abby McGinley, 

Chrystal Smith, Jana Tonkin, May 
Mansfield.
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Japanese Word of the Week Challenge Update

Langauges

The winners have been enjoying Pocky (Japanese chocolate coated biscuit stick) 
to celebrate. Have you been participating in the challenge at home?

Benefits of learning another language

It has been great hearing students enthusiastically speak more 
Japanese in our Japanese lessons and throughout the school day. 
Congratulations to the Middle School winners:

Japanese Word of the Week Challenge Update 

It has been great hearing students enthusiastically speak more Japanese in our Japanese lessons and 
throughout the school day. Congratulations to the Middle School winners: 

 

Week Word Meaning Winner 
5 いいえ (iie) no 8A 

6 どうぞ (dōzo) 
here you go- used when handing someone something 
(e.g. handing out a worksheet) or when its someone 
else’s turn (e.g. your turn) 

7A 

7 どうも (dōmo) thanks (casual)  7A 

8 
おねがいしま
す 
(onegaishimasu) 

please (formal) 7A 

 

 

The winners have been enjoying Pocky (Japanese chocolate coated biscuit stick) to celebrate. Have 
you been participating in the challenge at home? 

 

Benefits of learning another language 

There are many great benefits to learning an additional language such as Japanese. Not only does 
learning a language make travel more fun and easier, it also improves our health and helps people to 
be more well-rounded. Each newsletter we will share a benefit to learning a language.  

 

Did you know: Learning a language enhances your first language and improves your overall 
literacy? 

When learning a language, students learn grammar in greater depth and have more opportunities to 
understand the function and purpose. This allows students to compare and contrast their first 
language with the additional language, raising greater awareness of how language works.  

I (Christina) personally have experienced this and this is why I chose to continue with Japanese in 
high school and university. Yes I could effectively communicate in English and I knew how to use the 
grammar rules but I did not know why they were used. I had many ‘aha’ moments learning grammar 
in Japanese (such as nominalisation) and when comparing them to English, I quickly realised I had 
been doing this in English but I did not know why I was doing it or that it even had a name. 

 

Christina Challinger and Kat Thompson 

 Yesははいい (hai) Yes はは
いい (hai) Yes 
どどううぞぞ (dōzo) Thanks)  

(iie) Noいいいいええ (iie) Noいい
いいええ (iie) No

There are many great benefits to 
learning an additional language such 
as Japanese. Not only does learning a 
language make travel more fun and 
easier, it also improves our health and 
helps people to be more well-rounded. 
Each newsletter we will share a benefit 
to learning a language. 

Did you know: Learning a 
language enhances your first 
language and improves your 
overall literacy?
When learning a language, students 
learn grammar in greater depth and 
have more opportunities to understand 
the function and purpose. This allows 
students to compare and contrast 
their first language with the additional 
language, raising greater awareness of 
how language works. 

I (Christina) personally have 
experienced this and this is why I 
chose to continue with Japanese 
in high school and university. Yes I 
could effectively communicate in 
English and I knew how to use the 
grammar rules but I did not know 
why they were used. I had many 
‘aha’ moments learning grammar in 
Japanese (such as nominalisation) 
and when comparing them to 
English, I quickly realised I had been 
doing this in English but I did not 
know why I was doing it or that it 
even had a name.

Christina Challinger &  
Kat Thompson 
Japanese Teachers
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Community Notices
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REGISTER NOW | PLACES ARE LIMITED

SANFL School holiday clinics are returning,  
providing a fun, safe and inclusive environment  
for children at any ability aged 5 – 12.   
 
In small groups (less than 20), kids will participate in  
activities designed for fun, whilst developing skills and  
fitness appropriate to their age.   
 
SANFL’s priority is the safety of our participants and  
wider community, therefore all clinics will abide by  
COVID safe protocols. 
  
VENUES AND DATES 
Time: 10am-12:00pm

5th July - Glenelg FC
5th July - Lameroo Oval
7th July - Woodville West Torrens FC
8th July - Crystal Brook Oval
8th July - Victor Harbor Oval
13th July - Hectorville FC (Daly Oval) 
14th July - West Adelaide FC
15th July - Mt Gambier, Frew Park 

$40

     SANFL SCHOOL 

 HOLIDAY  
                

CLINICS 

Participants will  

receive a football,  

SANFL tickets  

& more!
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Online Tickets:
 •  Adult $14
 •  Child $9
 •  Family $39
      Free parking

LEGO® is a trademark of the LEGO® Group of companies which does not sponsor, authorise or endorse this event.
*Interstate travel is subject to government restrictions at the time of the event.

BRIXPO - Adelaide’s fan-built LEGO® model exhibition is 
back for 2021 in a new larger venue, the St Clair 
Recreation Centre in Woodville. 

Kids and adults alike will enjoy the spectacular LEGO® 
displays built by the Southern Bricks LEGO® User Group. 
With over 150 displays there is something for everyone 
including trains, Star Wars, castles and more.

BRIXPO 2021 has sessions to avoid over-crowding. The 
venue will be cleared between each 1hr 45min session. 
Be quick as sessions will sell out.

Largest gathering of contestants 
from LEGO® Masters TV show! 

Jodie, Josh & Trent, Fleur & Sarah, David & Gus, 
Ryan & Gabby, Owen & Scott, Anthony & Jess, 

Amy, Atlanta & Je�, Harrison & Michael, 
Summer & Iona, Dawei, Kale, Annie & Runa*

Buy tickets at 

www.brixpo.com.au
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FFLLAASSHH  SSAALLEE  
FIREWOOD 

 

2 FOR $20 MIXED FIREWOOD 
BAGS 

KINDLING $2.50 
 

WHAT A CRAZY DEAL 
GET IN WHILE STOCK LASTS 

BUY AT THE FRONT OFFICE 
 
 
 

FOR DETAILS CALL (08) 8398 7200 OR EMAIL 
DL.0762.INFO@SCHOOLS.SA.EDU.AU 
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BYOD Handbook 

 
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) refers to technology models where students bring a 

personally-owned device to school for the purpose of learning. Our BYOD model is a 

“light-touch” or “open” model where students are able to access the school’s wireless 

network with their personal devices (laptops and tablets) during the school day (with 

classroom teacher approval) allowing students to access our Learning Management 

System, filtered internet, printing and to collaborate with others.  

 
Oakbank Area School is committed to moving 

students forward in a contemporary learning 

environment and many families have already 

chosen this option for their child. Having a 

BYOD program enables OAS to create a 

sustainable way for the school to have every 

student with access to a device.  

A device in the hands of every student 

extends and enriches learning by: 

  
• Shifting instruction towards student 

centred learning, where inquiry and 

authentic learning are emphasized.  

• Focusing on contemporary leaning, 

including critical and creative thinking, 

collaboration, communication, self-

direction, global and cultural 

awareness.  

• Using online learning tools and digital 

content.  

• Increasing student engagement through 

ICT. 

• Creating learning opportunities; 

anytime, anywhere. 

 

From 2020, our existing optional BYOD model for 

Years 7-12 will be expanded, with all year 8s 

being asked to have a BYOD laptop in class by 

Term 3 2020. This will extend into Year 9 in 2021 

and onwards. The BYOD program continues to be 

open to all year levels from Year 7 onwards to 

participate. 

If a student does not already own a suitable 

electronic device, there are two* options 

available: 

1. Recommended Laptops  

Choose from two selected laptop models 

that meet school requirements. 

www.hpshopping.com.au/oakbankbyod 

2. Supply your own BYOD laptop 

Bring an existing laptop or source your 

own. 

 

Principal’s Laptop Access Scheme 

In exceptional circumstances, should you have 

financial impediments to accessing a laptop for 

your child, please enquire with the Principal 

about applying for our Principal’s Laptop Access 

Scheme, where a laptop may be provided during 

school times for limited numbers of students. 

 

 

A device in the hands of every student extends and 
enriches learning by:
 

• Shifting instruction towards student centred learning, where 
inquiry and authentic learning are emphasized. 

• Focusing on contemporary leaning, including critical and 
creative thinking, collaboration, communication, self-
direction, global and cultural awareness. 

• Using online learning tools and digital content. 
• Increasing student engagement through ICT.
• Creating learning opportunities; anytime, anywhere.
 

From Term 3 2021, all Year 8-12 students are being asked to 
have a BYOD laptop in class. The BYOD program continues to be 
open to all year levels from Year 7 onwards to participate.

If a student does not already own a suitable electronic device, 
there are two* options available:

1 Recommended Laptops - HP BYOD Portal
Choose from two HP laptop models  
(Touch & non-touch) selected by the school 
with 3 years warranty and the option of  
accidental damage protection

store.hp.com/au-en/byod/oakbankbyod

If you use the old website, please use the code 
“OakbankAS” to access our Portal and use the 
eCoupon oakbank5% to get an additional 5% 
discount at checkout

2 Supply your own BYOD laptop

Purchase a device from your preferred reseller - 
please refer to our BYOD Handbook for minimum 
specification requirements and advice

Our updated   
BYOD Handbook,  

with full specifications, 
recommendations and 

details, is available at 
oakbankas.sa.edu.au/

byod-program 
or from the front office

   
 

 
 

Recommended laptops - HP BYOD Portal 
  

hpshopping.com.au/oakbankbyod        or     13 23 47 

Oakbank Area School has partnered with HP to identify the most optimal learning devices for our students. 
Two devices have been selected based on price, specifications, commercial-grade construction and 
longevity of use. Students and friends of the school are able to buy directly from HP via our school’s BYOD 
Portal. Prices are correct at June 2020 - please check on the portal for current pricing after July 01 2020. 
 

  HP Probook x360 435 G7 (Touch) 
 • AMD Ryzen™ 5 4500U APU with Radeon™ Graphics  

(2.3 GHz base clock, up to 4 GHz max boost clock, 8 MB L3 cache, 6 cores) 
• 8 GB DDR4-3200 SDRAM 
• 256GB PCIe® NVMe™ M.2 Value SSD 
• 13.3" diagonal FHD IPS eDP WLED-backlit touch screen with 

Corning® Gorilla® Glass 5 (1920 x 1080) 

 With 3 Years NBD Warranty with Accident Protection  $ 1443.50 

 With only 3 Years NBD Warranty $ 1312.27 

  13.3” Orbus Hard Hardsided Work-In Case $     53.73 

  

  HP Probook 435 G7 (Non-Touch) 

 • Intel® Core™ i5-10210U processor with Intel® UHD Graphics 620  
(1.6 GHz up to 4.2 GHz with Intel® Turbo Boost, 6 MB L3 cache, 4 cores) 

• 8 GB DDR4-2666 SDRAM 
• 256 GB PCIe® NVMe™ SSD 
• 13.3" diagonal HD SVA WLED-backlit non-touch (1366 x 768) 

 With 3 Years NBD Warranty with Accident Protection $ 1266.49 

 With only 3 Years NBD Warranty $ 1086.09 

  13.3” Orbus Hard Hardsided Work-In Case $     53.73 

 
3 Year Warranty included 
Both laptops are covered under a 3-year Next Business Day* (NBD) onsite warranty. Warranty covers 
manufacturer’s defects and failures that occur during normal use of the laptop. Warranties do not cover 
negligence, abuse or malicious damage. Most laptops purchased from retailers have 1 year warrantys. 
*NBD service is dependent on parts availability. 
 

Option for Accidental Damage Protection (ADP) (Highly Recommended) 
Accidental damage is defined as physical damage to a product caused by or resulting from a sudden and 
unforeseen incident, provided such damage occurs in the course of regular use. Cover includes liquid spills 
in or on the unit, drops, falls, and electrical surges, as well as damaged or broken LCDs and broken parts.  
We highly recommend taking out the accidental Damage Protection (ADP) option. This cost is 
approximately one-third of the cost of a screen replacement (including labour) on some models. 

ADP is limited to 3 claims over 3 years. There is a $0 excess fee per claim. Upon complete product replacement,  
ADP agreement terminates. Purchaser can buy ADP cover again that will align to warranty expiry.  

HP ADP Product Disclosure Statement www.hp.com.au/carepack/pds. 

Making a warranty or ADP claim 
The School’s ICT Services will be the first point of contact for any issues (Warranty or ADP) so they can be 
assessed and logged as soon as possible. Parents may also log warranty jobs directly with HP. 
Repairs will be performed onsite by HP Technicians – no need to wait at home or travel to a repairer. 

Good  
all-round 
device 

(non-touch) 

Use code Oakbank5% to activate this pricing 
 

 
 
 

2 in 1 
Convertible 

 
Oakbank Area School
c (08) 8398 7200   m dl.0762.info@schools.sa.edu.au   
w oakbankas.sa.edu.au  F facebook.com/oakbankas

Questions?
Please feel free to contact us should you have any queries. 
m dl.0762.icthelp@schools.sa.edu.au

* Should there be any situation that may not allow a notebook to 
be accessed for a student, please book a time to speak to our 
Principal, Mr Bruce Oerman to discuss options.


